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Out-bound program ‘funds’ special evening for ambassadors

Mrs. Robert C. Brown, publicity director for the Boise International Club, announced that an Ecuadorian dinner will be held at the Boise Racquet and Swim Club at 7 p.m. on April 23. The dinner is the final fund raising program initiated by the Boise International Club and co-sponsored by Boise State College to send four BSC students to foreign nations in an ambassadorial position.

The dinner will be prepared and supervised by Dr. Luis Valverde, a native of Ecuador, who will present the program in true Ecuadorian style. A wide range of entertainment will follow the dinner, which will include BSC models in costumes presented by the International Fashion and Costume show. Bonnie Wallis will host the presentation.

The fashion presentation and dinner will be accompanied by unique Ecuadorian music played on instruments handmade by Orchalo Indians. The program will include the Indian version of American blues. The fund raising program will be limited to the first $50 per person, or $10 per couple.

The remaining two winners of scholarships were awarded to Richard E. Wade, Mexico and Richard Cowman, Japan.

The dinner will be prepared and supervised by Dr. Luis Valverde, a native of Ecuador, who will present the program in true Ecuadorian style. The fashion presentation and dinner will be accompanied by unique Ecuadorian music played on instruments handmade by Orchalo Indians. The program will include the Indian version of American blues.

The fund raising program will be limited to the first $50 per person, or $10 per couple.

Canadian flutist Robert Aitken will appear with the BSC Community Symphony April 25 at 8:15 p.m. It was announced by Symphony Director John Best.

Aitken, recognized as the outstanding Canadian composer for 1969 will play two concertos with the BSC Community Symphony.

Among Aitken’s list of distinguished professional positions are three years on the faculty of Rudolf Serkin’s Marlboro Music Festival, three years as principal flute in the Stratford Festival Orchestra and several years membership in the CBS Symphony.

Aitken has performed in several European centers, given concerts from St. Johnson to Vancouver and is a frequent soloist on CBS radio and television.

As of December, 1966, there have been three concertos, three sonatas and several chamber works written specifically for and premiered by Aitken.

The program for the BSC concert will be:

- Prelude to Meistersingers - Wagner
- Mozart Concerto No. 2 (Robert Aitken, soloist)
- Ibert Concerto
- contemporary French (Robert Aitken, soloist)
- -Suicides Musicales---Benjamin Brittin
The concert, sponsored by the Lyceum Committee, is open to students and faculty and admission is free.

Best urged that everyone attend, since this is the last concert to be presented by the BSC Community Symphony for this season.

B, S & T's
Jim Felder

B, S and T happens here

Think for a minute about all the modern music groups you have ever heard. How many can actually claim to have really developed a style and sound that is all their own, unique, and not just a copy of an imitation of another copy.

Naturally, when one is saying nice things about bands, one should mention the Beatles. The Moody Blues also have evolved a unique style. After these there is only one other group, that I know of, who can claim genuine originality.

Blood, Sweat and Tears has got to be one of the most unusual groups around. Nine of all there are nine members in the band; that's unusual. What is really wild is that each of the nine men comes from an entirely different musical background.

They come from jazz bands, rock groups, folk groups, blues bands, big bands and soul cont. to page 7.

Jerry Hyman of Blood, Sweat etc.
ISU students outline trouble over instructor
by Bill Sommers

Two spokesmen from the ISU campus gave the Administrator a student account of last week's crisis, in President Davis's office over the Dec. 14 dismissal of John Burton, art instructor at ISU.

Angered over the dismissal of Burton, students signed two petitions urging the reinstatement of the art instructor.

But after these measures failed to achieve results, students from four organizations decided to occupy Davis's office until the administration gave Burton a hearing and the students received some power in the hiring and firing of faculty.

The students then went into Davis's office, he stated he would only talk to them in the boardroom.

For over an hour the students argued for the return of Burton. Among the ten reasons given by the students for his return were:
- he was instrumental in creating a new class for graduate student art;
- he donated $200 to art programs;
- he was fundamental in creating the art sale, 10% of which goes to the John Davis Memorial Art Fund;
- he administrated the Faculty Art Show;
- he extended an invitation to all students to visit his home on Thursdays to discuss any matter.

For these reasons Burton was popular among the students, as high enrollment in his classes showed.

Because Davis was unable to give any reason(s) for the dismissal of Burton, the students voted to occupy Davis's office.

After this vote, the students left wide aisles for administrative business to continue. The students were disrupting the functions of the office.

Davis then issued an ultimatum to the students, leave the office or be suspended. All under-graduate students are.

But only one student remained:

Dwight Jensen, an KBOH reporter and assistant to the president, proposed that the matter be brought before the Board of Education.

The students decided this measure was too time consuming and voted no.

Jensen then proposed giving Burton a hearing, which was tabled on the floor.

At this time there were 46 students occupying the office—some leaving briefly, but one student remained.

Jensen then proposed giving Burton a hearing and a tape to prevent future disturbances. This was met with another no vote.

The Administration Steering Committee agreed to call a meeting last Tuesday to discuss the crisis with the president, academic vice president and the deans of all colleges. The meeting has not taken place.

Students have written petitions to give students one half the say in the hiring and firing of teachers. To date, there are 4000 signatures on the petitions.

Jensen's plan to design the students who were given amnesty for their actions, but President Davis refused to consider this.

Because Davis was urging Sen. Roland's resignation on the matter, student leaders of the sit-in went to the Student Senate Friday night and presented the total student amnesty. But Davis refused to consider the Senate vote.

The matter now goes before the student senate committee, composed of three students, three faculty and one administrator. The matter seems to be getting out of hand in administration.

Will Idaho endorse Preventive obstetrics?
by Jane Dunn

This is the final in a series dealing with abortion, emphasizing Idaho's forthcoming Criminal Code.

There are laws in every state which prohibit doctors from performing abortions except under closely defined circumstances.

Some states have recently "liberalized" abortion laws, meaning that the procedure is being tolerated in special cases such as when a deformed baby may be produced or a rape results in pregnancy.

The significant point is: There is no place in the United States today where a woman may legally abort simply because she does not wish to continue her pregnancy.

The question now is: What is Idaho's legal position? As the state law now reads, abortion is not prohibited. Is that only permitted in the state to prevent the death of the mother?

"11-6-201 - Procurement of any person who provides, supplies or administers to, any pregnant woman, or procures any woman to take any medicine or drug, or substance, or uses or employs any instrument or other means whatever, with intent to procure the miscarriage of such woman, unless the same is necessary to preserve her life, punishable by imprisonment in the state prison, not less than two, nor more than five years."

In an interview with Attorney William Roden, a consultant to the Legal Council Committee for the revision of Idaho's Criminal Code, the new abortion proposal was discussed.

He pointed out that abortion is covered under the new 

"11-6-201 - Procurement of any person who provides, supplies or administers to, any pregnant woman, or procures any woman to take any medicine or drug, or substance, or uses or employs any instrument or other means whatever, with intent to procure the miscarriage of such woman, unless the same is necessary to preserve her life, punishable by imprisonment in the state prison, not less than two, nor more than five years."

He pointed out that abortion is covered under the new 

"11-6-201 - Procurement of any person who provides, supplies or administers to, any pregnant woman, or procures any woman to take any medicine or drug, or substance, or uses or employs any instrument or other means whatever, with intent to procure the miscarriage of such woman, unless the same is necessary to preserve her life, punishable by imprisonment in the state prison, not less than two, nor more than five years."

Roden replied, "It's a part of the laws here we want to go. As the law stands now, it doesn't set up any safeguards, whereas the doctors are not protected. We need to revitalize the law to set up procedures which the abortion can be performed."

state laws with liberal laws becoming "abortion mills"; (3) religious differences crossing interference; (4) will the impairment of mental health be allowed at the reason for abortion? (5) Bill Jensen, who sees no reason why all women cannot support an abortion even though she may not be able to afford it. He feels it is a medical problem and can be handled by law. How can we better serve the people?

Roden pointed out that if steps are proper, medical procedures of this type should not be restricted by state boundaries.

If a woman desires an abortion, she should not have to take up residency in another state. There should not be differences in state laws that prevent this.

Four additional problems that cloud the issue are (1) financial aid for those who cannot afford abortion; (2) abortion mills; (3) religious differences crossing interference; (4) will the impairment of mental health be allowed at the reason for abortion? (5) will the impairment of mental health be allowed at the reason for abortion?
Black studies discussed as an additional course

Black studies was discussed by an informal group of faculty, association officers and representatives of the community at a Saturday morning meeting.

The unofficial committee met on March 19 to discuss the feasibility of instituting a Black Studies program at Boise State College. Among the measures considered at the March meeting were the utilization of special topics courses, the creation of new interdisciplinary courses and the re-structuring of existing courses to emphasize the black experience.

The Rev. James Hubbard, Boise, reminded the group that BSC has a rare opportunity to institute a Black Studies program without the pressure and demands that have accompanied it elsewhere. Dr. Richard Bullington, executive vice president of BSC, said that there has been no official administration discussion of Black Studies because there has been no concrete proposal to discuss. He added that he would not predict opposition to the program and that he personally is sympathetic to such a program.

Dr. Bullington noted that a lack of funds should not hamper a flexible curriculum planning, including Black Studies. Unlike older, wealthier institutions, BSC has few non-state sources of funds. However, he added that the school has provided for flexibility through the use of universality (spanning from 1970-1973) to designate special classes.

Both Dr. Bullington and Dr. Joseph Spaulding, dean of arts and sciences, recommended that the program, or individual classes, be introduced with a minimum of red tape.

Mary Peirce, instructor in English, announced Saturday topics course in Afro-American literature. No other specific intentions were announced.

Clyde Merriweather, Boise, chaired the group for a lack of action. Merriweather added that it was past time to explore possibilities and time to begin working if BSC is to have a meaningful Black Studies program.
Successful albums precede 'Blood, Sweat and Tears'

by Harry Gregory

"You've Made Me So Very Happy" features the flexible voice of David Clayton-Thomas, which ranges from a guttural, gravel-voiced blues to a smoother and almost melodic quality. The instrumental backdrop for the vocal lead on "Happy" is right—flawless and generally immearable.

Another song which was released on 45 is "Spinning Wheel," the tune that brought Bill and More a broader appeal. This number gets back to the big-band sound somewhat, and contains a splendid trumpet solo by Lew Soloff.

"And When I Die" is a rather light-hearted approach to such a serious subject. Steve Katz (who also does the guitar work on the record), bohers the vocal part with his harmonica. This harp thing lends a "western" inflection to the piece and, all-oud, it is a very "catchy" tune. It would seem that with three such "super hits" on one album, the other songs would go more or less unheeded. This would be unfortunate indeed, because there is an excellent muck riding the waves of success behind the more commercial pieces.

"Smiling Phases" could probably pass for a single. Fred Lipsius' jazzy piano solo notwithstanding, would still make it on the Top 40. The brass arrangement on this particular number (with real punch and skill blends nicely with the organ and bass.

On the subject of bass, Jim Fielder is probably the most accomplished musician of the group, (in terms of skill on one instrument). He plays only the bass guitar and his rythymical, ne'er-miss-a-beat style and faultless runs keep the band together and contribute greatly to the overall tightness.

There is a good example of Mr. Fielder's talent on the cut called "Blues Part II" as well as a musical introduction to the rest of the group. Clayton-Thomas' tenor-sax voice is at its finest in "Blues" and his traditional lyrics help carry the weight.

The closest thing to "psychedelia" on Blood Sweat & Tears is the track, "May and More," which is complimented by some rather electric guitar stuff by Katz and powerful words by Mr. Clayton-Thomas. The trip-o-rama brass section also shows off on this number. The other cuts on the record, (such as "Variations On A Theme By Eric Satie"), are all well-arranged pieces which add considerable coherency to the album. Blood, Sweat & Tears is a well-planned, superbly engineered and flawlessly executed work.

It will be interesting to see whether or not the band will be fine in concert on our records. We shall have our chance to determine this on April 30.

But Ken, you need more than four people working to have real improvements.

Schille's schill

To the Editor—Arbitrator

Dear Sir,

I hear that your people are preparing a "case" for the Student Conduct Board against the alleged ringleaders of the movement to take as many Arbiters as possible last Thursday & Friday.

While I can't claim to be one of the leaders of the movement (simply because I didn't think of it) I did take somewhere over 50 papers on Friday. So far as I am concerned, the April 9 issue (where was the usual delay?) was campaign material. No one can deny that, comparing the "mages" of the petrified candidates with the lengthy tirades for the glory of ASI, pieces to get into an evaluation of your paper (Please take note of the manifold of the word's "news"). I'm sure you've heard it all before.

I'm sure, regardless of the selfless, ten-hour hours that you put into your public-motion, it will be justified in expecting a Boise State College newspaper to be more than a vehicle for the egoism of the Arbitrers, Inc., Inc, Sf

Candy J. W Schille

Pictured above are the two "Winners" of the bobo contest, presented by Tau Alpha Pi Fraternity. Left is Mike Shippen and Bob McGuire. McGuire collected $24 and Shippen $14.40. Total collected from the fraternity totaled $270.00, which will go into the scholarship fund. The bobo contest was enrolled in the Vocational-Technical Division of BSC.

As taught by MAHARISHI MAHESH YOGI

Introductory Lecture

TRANSCENDENTAL MEDITATION

STRESSLESS TECHNIQUE, WHICH

NOW CAN BE MODIFIED, HIS

LIFE.
As the trial concludes she is persecuted by Warrick, Bill, the murderer, who accuses her of actions with explicit finesse. He hands her the part as it should be projected, with authority.

The question of her actual bearing of the voices continues, and she swears to God she is telling the truth. Sri Durlak, an immensely intense Cauchon, a Catholic priest, tries to talk sense to her, that which is her life she will have to renounce. Her new marriage clothing and the knowledge of the voices of the angels from Heaven.

She does not deny any of her actions nor denies anything she has said. The Inquisitor then turns, and announces, an admirable performance by Alan Geron. Probably the most important line of this production came from him. It is said Joan represented the enemy, Natural Man. This is the eternal stand against individualism, in their time as well as ours. It is relevant, pertinent and now in every sense of the word. This concept is the clearest part of the play.

He denounces Joan and sentence her to death at stake for heresy. A proclamation of her sins is read to her, and she consciousness agrees to everything to save her life, to be placed in a church prison. This request was denied, and she is placed in chains in a cell.

Charles comes to visit her, but she did not help her for her own freedom was too important and in danger. Joan suddenly exclaims an expression of restatement of the proclamation and swears to burn on the stake.

She denies nothing of the voices, for St. Michael has come to her after a long time. She asks to be taken from where she is.

The lighting of brilliant red flames in the background to signify her fiery death. Cauchon and the others react they have already suffered, a saint, and now it is too late.

The blood was shown Joan donned in a blue cape in the courtroom again, the final flashback. She takes sheltered gusts of wind from St. Michael and the play ends in a storm.

Creda is all the actors for an intensely meaningful and vivid contribution. It is a telling role, perhaps diminished, improved but well done. It hasn’t been in this production, “The Lark,” do, it’s one that should not be missed.

Rags to riches

The Adventures will probably not be nominated for any academy awards if it were nominated this year but probably would not win. It is not superior in setsimenography or set design.

In what makes The Adventures a success is the fast-moving pace throughout the movie. It is filled with a violent plot and sex-filled plot that keeps the viewers attention throughout the entire picture.

The film is centered around a man, Dax, who's robbed of his childhood during a revolution in his native South American country of Corteguay. The Adventurers become ambassadors to Italy after the revolution's success. Dax grows up as a with the right amount of sex and excitement.

The issue lies with the problem of abortion mills which will not and do not happen. Furthermore, in general, abortion is changing, and people themselves are changing toward legalizing abortion.

"There is a large faction in this state that supports abortion revision," Roden says. When the revision is passed to the legislature next year, odds are there that there will be a battle. Liberal, conservative will be highlighted especially where religious groups are concerned.

Roden's office has already received calls from church organizations opposed to the proposal. Even though many Catholics are against the new abortion stand, Roden wonders if perhaps they could support his views.

Abuse of the law where mental health factors are involved is a topic capable of broad discussion. Roden has talked with several doctors who feel it will not be the overwhelming case.

The issue lies with the physicians involved. Some doctors will perform these operations and some will not. Equally as important is the need for some hospitals will apply for legal licensing and some will not.

The story of the war in the realm of religious convictions and personal ethics. In Idaho the results may be profound, especially in Boise. If the proposed merger of St. Luke's and St. Alphonsus hospitals is finalized, the surgery facilities will be combined. St. Alphonsus is Catholic, St. Luke's is Episcopalian. Will they allow abortion to be performed at all?

Another question arises. Just how many abortions are being performed in our state's hospitals now under the guise of accidental terminations?

The Idaho Bureau of Vital Statistics has no information on this issue. This just seems to add a new twist. "I was on the fire for "How can we know where we are going if we don't know where we are?"

The problem at hand is immediate, pertinent, vital and growing. The days of closed cars, minds and eyes are over. We have to deal with progress as we have to deal with life itself... It won't wait because people won't wait. Impotence is the cause for most of our problems, but it is also the reason for most of our answers.

Idaho is on the move. It's time we realized that over-population is a worldwide fact. Our laws must reflect our future as a continuing civilization. The choice may be an individual one to have an abortion, but the results affect the nation and the world. What will Idaho's answer be? Are we going to ignore the progressive movement in the world or are we going to remain in isolation?

The answer is up to us.

I KILLED
WINKY ADAMS
YOUR COPY FREE BY REQUEST

SEND TO: WINKY ADAMS
861 7667
BOISE, IDA. 83707

Associated Women's Students are helping to raise money to send five BSC students to foreign countries this summer. All organizations on campus are urged to participate when contacted by AWS in a "Buddy can you spare a dime" project. AWS representatives and executive members will be contacting clubs to come speak and ask for donations to help these outstanding Ambassadors from BSC. Each member will be asked if he can give a dime to help send a representative from BSC.

Stolen silver turns up

"A cut and dried case," explained Dyke Nally, Student Union director, when referring to the robbery of $3,500 worth of sterling silver from the SUB.

The thief sold the silver to a downtown merchant. He also showed the man his identification. The merchant knew of the stolen material and notified the police.

According to Nally, the thief has not been apprehended but his name is known. The fact that he was motivated was probably due to the community's need to save. "I killed Winky Adams."

AWS drives for foreign program

AWS was able to raise $100 and will sponsor a student to a foreign country.

Gibb elected

Robert S. Gibb, assistant to the president at BSC was elected to the Hall of Fame in the Athletic Department at Wesley University in Lincoln, Nebraska. He was selected for his outstanding athletic ability and his contributions to society since graduation. He will be initiated at Wesley's annual sports banquet, April 26.
Mercy convenes first student senate meeting

At 3:15 p.m., Leland Mercy brought to order his first Senate meeting as ASB Vice-President. After the roll call, he introduced newly elected ASB President Wayne Martinec. Martinec pointed out several areas in the agenda that he felt should be considered immediately by the Senate.

Among these areas of special concern were the selection of faculty, the need for increased identification of the school term by cheerleader tryouts and in his words, “to clear up the mess on the campus.”

The head of BSC Student government took this opportunity to announce that he would not attend future senate meetings unless he was needed. The justification for this action was that he felt he would be more effective in the duties of his office if he was not biased by the partiality of Senate meetings.

Heading the old business agenda was the proposal for the honorary intercollegiate letter awards, given out by the Letter Awards Committee.

Speaking for the committee, Dennis Barton pointed out that if accepted, the proposal would provide letters for 400 people in the areas of bowling, sky diving, rodeo and judo.

A motion was made, and the proposal was passed by a vote of 14-4.

The Communication Board report was given by Howard Wright. He submitted resumes for the several candidates for positions on the Communication Board.

Those chosen for two year terms were Robert Mileto, Janet Little and Raymond Prenter. One year terms were awarded to Michael Schindler and Bill Richmond.

Dr. Caylor then reported on the Faculty Senate’s action concerning the proposal for a student evaluation of the faculty. He explained why the proposal, which was passed March 28 by the student Senate, had been unanimously rejected by the faculty April 2.

According to Dr. Caylor, the disagreement was focused on the publication of the evaluation results rather than the idea of a student evaluation of the faculty itself.

He felt that publication of the evaluation would be harmful to two reasons: (1) It would be detrimental to the students, because a bad evaluation could possibly deny them the experiences on which they can gain confidence needed to judge. (2) It would be a popularity contest and Dr. Caylor asked for ASB Senate endorsement of a school-financed evaluation, conducted by the faculty the results of which would be available only to the individual instructor and his immediate superiors.

A motion to give the endorsement was then defeated by voice vote.

Following a proposal made by Jim Atcherfield, a motion was passed unanimously to form a committee to examine the merits of a pass/fail grading system for courses outside of a student’s major field.

Tom Drebush’s nomination for Public Relations Director was confirmed by the Senate. A report was then given by the Committee on the Environmental teach-in. They announced that on Wednesday, April 22, lectures, slide shows and movies will be given at various places on and around the campus on pertinent subjects.

The Senate then officially endorsed the environmental teach-in and earth day.

James G. Atcherley, the Education Senator, explained his reason for submitting a proposal for the stoppage of further Senate funds for the Arbiter. Atcherley said that he didn’t feel the Senate was getting its money worth.

A motion was made and carried allowing the senator to endorse an investigation of the Arbiter.

Blood, Sweat and... fit trimmer... look slimmer...

New VA bill.....new benefits

Loryn F. Kopan, director of the Bureau of Veterans Administration, has announced changes concerning the G.I. Bill and other VA educational programs which will bring the increases automatically and become effective in February.

The bill increases from $375 to $375.50 a month, the rate for students in collegiate full-time programs. All those remaining in the Armed Forces will be eligible for the new rates.

New VA educational programs will receive the increases automatically and become effective in February. It is not necessary to contact the VA to receive these increases.

New VA dependent benefits will be added and those students studying under the G.I. Bill

Swot cuts 'Fanny Hill'

It seems as if the director fished a film out of the many forty different men forty different ways and then spliced them together with several scenes that could have had a more converting effect than in the past.

It seems as probably due to several relatively recent Supreme Court decisions and the new rating system.

The audience seems to be fascinated by the sight of two naked bodies on the screen, which in turn, but they should not forget that these scenes could be handled with a little creativity. On a ten point creativity scale I would rate

New specialty

Fielder, the guy who used to handle bugs for the Buffalo Springfield. Dick Halligan is a kind of a wild man who handles the organ, piano, flute, trombone, vocals and arrangements.

In the U.S. Senate, the group has another trombone player, a guy who also has a special student rate of $3.00 a year. Write ALCU, 156 Fifth Avenue, N.Y., N.Y. 10010.

Most national-scale publications have student rates. Before subscribing to any, ask them Blood, Sweat and...

Mary Lou's

You'll love some more great food at Mary Lou's, with the special blue jeans--mode of the world's newest all cotton denim. Why take less than the best you can have.

Sing in Today of Repair's New...

Incredible sandwiches

Emerald & Orchid - Boise, Idaho

Newly opened

PIZZA WE'LL MEET YOU AT
DER RATHAUS
(MEANS TOWNHOUSE IN GERMAN)

Live Sing-A-Long Music for the Whole Family Featuring Specialty SANDWICHES

EMERSON & ORCHID - BOISE, IDAHO
Bronco Batmen win! The BSC Broncos scored 30 runs in the final game of the season and swept a doubleheader from Idaho State College, Saturday.

The second was a near no-hitter by hurler Bob Peetmayer who gave up the only two runs, both singles, while striking out 11. The Broncos slouched out eight hits and batters and bases on balls to drive across 13 runs. Final score was 15-0.

The Bronco second season, now standing at 10-9 was also aided by another batted single in the first half of the double header. Hit batter, strip and bases on balls helped the Broncos pound out a 17-9 decision over the Rick College.

Junior Charley Hathaway and Mike Koto remained teamed up to hold the Vikings to five hits. Jim Sower lead the Bronco hitting attack with a pair of triples and 3 RBI's. Norm Kollman had a single and 3 doubles and Rich Yokum batted .750 for the day by clubbing those singles in four trips to the plate.

Season records for the Broncos were won over 4 BSC's, 184 average, followed by Rich Youcm at .359 and George Grant and Mike Henry at .331. They join earlier signers, Steve Jolley, Mark Clegg, and Stan Lane.

Coach Knapp said, "We are extremely pleased with the interest that is being shown by the players from the Treasure Valley in the Bronco football program. There are many great players graduating from schools in this area and they can really help our program." by Jack Rancher

BSC ends 8th in golf tourney

BSC's Invitational Golf Tournament was held in eighth place as Montana University State College. Montana held a six stroke lead at the end of the tourney. The tourney was held on Jim Hillcrest and Crane Creek courses and each took their toll. Tricky Wind. Individual leaders were Coats 146 from Montana, Shanfer at 149 from Weber State.
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